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15 September 2021 
 
Committee Secretary 
Senate Standing Committees on Environment and Communications 
ec.sen@aph.gov.au  
 
 
RE: South East Fishing Industry comment on Offshore Electricity Infrastructure Bills 2021 

 

Dear Committee Secretary,  

This submission is on behalf of four south-east fishing sectors who are 8% of 
Australia’s wildcatch seafood value: 

Atlantis Fisheries Consulting Group is engaged by four Commonwealth fishing industry 
associations all of whom operate in the south-east of Australia.  These associations are the: 

1. South East Trawl Fishing Industry Association (SETFIA)  
2. Small Pelagic Fishery Industry Association (SPFIA) 
3. Southern Shark Industry Alliance (SSIA) 
4. Bass Straight Scallop Industry Association (BSSIA)  

Combined these four fisheries catch 40,000 tonnes of fish with a port value of $130m 
representing 8% of the total value of the Australian wildcatch commercial fishing sector.  All 
four fisheries contribute to the Governments $100 billion agriculture 2030 target and are the 
main supply of fresh local fish into the Melbourne and Sydney fish markets.   

SETFIA is a leader in the discussion about shared marine space but has not been 
involved in the formation of the Bills: 

Fishing grounds in south-east Australia overlap with oil and gas fields.  Given this, and our 
sector’s reliance of fossil fuels, SETFIA has taken a leadership role with oil and gas 
companies in working toward reducing impacts and risks posed to both industries. More 
recently, SETFIA has been working on shared marine space projects including carbon 
sequestration, gas arbitrage and offshore wind.   

Since early 2017 SETFIA has worked with the Star of the South Windfarm (SOTS) project in 
Victoria providing data about the fishing sectors, methods, catch, value, species and reliance 
on the proposed area.  We have also been able to provide data about fishing gear forces, 
risks and mitigations, best practice co-existence and even explored potential compensation 
frameworks for displaced fishing businesses.  Two other offshore windfarm proposals have 
now emerged in the south-east with SETFIA initiating contact with both.   

SETFIA met briefly once with DISER in February 2021 in a meeting set up by SOTS.  A brief 
was sent to the Commonwealth Fisheries Association (CFA) and Seafood Industry Australia.  

Given SETFIA’s experience in shared marine space, we are disappointed that it is the SOTS 
team, rather than DISER, that has encouraged our participation in this process albeit at a 
late stage. 
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